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The neutral functional-differential inclusion .t(t) EF(r, x,, i,) is considered. W  
assume the inclusion p ssesses a olution. Then a sufficient co dition for this 
solution to admit a minimal Li-norm (to be a “slow solution”) is given. Some 
properties of this condition, called “integral dissipativity,” are obtained. c 1991 
Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The ordinary differential inclusion with nonlinear dissipative r ght-hand 
side has been extensively considered during the last 30 years (see, .g., 
[3, 5, lo]). The solution of such inclusion admits an interesting property. 
If the function u(t) is a solution fthe inclusion n(t) E A(x(t)) then 
u(t) = A”(u(t)), where A”(y) denotes the element ofminimal norm in the 
set A(y) [3]. Such a function u is called “aslow solution.” Thisproperty 
has a strict connection with generators f semigroups of nonlinear contrac- 
tions, which are very useful for investigating the differential dissipative 
inclusions [4]. It is useful inapplications t  the optimal control theory 
too [l]. 
On the other hand, in the past years there has been an increasing interest 
in neutral functional-differential equations (NFDE). They were investigated 
by Das and Parhi [S], Driver [S], Kisielewicz [ 111. The semigroups 
problems for such equations were considered among others byKappel and 
Schappacher [9], Kunisch and Schappacher [ 123, and Webb [ 141. Their 
existence-uniqueness theorems ost often required the assumptions f 
Lipschitz type. 
The property ofuniqueness of a solution fthe neutral functional- 
differential inclusion (NFDI) was the first difficulty in considering similar 
problems here, as in the theory of ordinary differential inclusions. I  the 
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paper [13] the author has proved an existence-uniqueness th oremfor the 
inclusion a(t) E F(‘(t, xt, ~2~) under the dissipative ypassumptions  F. 
This exact condition wasassumed: 
F is called to be NFDZ-dissipative if for every x, y belonging to
WP[a- Y, a+ T], every A> 0, t E [a, a+ T] and all U, u such that 
u(t) E F(t, x,, a,), u(t) E F(t, y,, p,) the inequality 
?” Ix(s) - y(s)1 p ds 6 jr Ix(s) - y(s) - i[u(s) - u(s)]l” ds
a u 
holds. 
For the classical definition of dissipativity see, e.g., [4] or the Remark 
after the definition of i tegral dissipativity n Section 3.
In the theory of ordinary differential inclusions it i well known that he 
property ofm-dissipativity (dissipativity w th an additional condition that 
Rang (Id-AA) isequal to the whole space X) is sufficient for the xistence, 
uniqueness, and the “minimal norm property” (see, .g., [3]). 
The objective of the paper is to show that a different assumption is 
sufficient n order to obtain the minimal norm property ofthe solution 
of NFDI. We introduce the new property as the “NFDI-integral 
dissipativity.” 
2. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
Let L’[a, b] denote the space of all real-valued Lebesgue integrable 
functions with the usual norm llxll = 1: Ix(t)1 dt.For every xbelonging to 
L’[u, h] we define a set F(x) by setting 
F(x)= {x* EL”[u, b]:x*(x)= IIx~l*= llx*ll*} 
The multifunction F s called the duality mapping of L’[u, 61. 
It is well known (see, .g., [3]) that for every x the functionalf, belongs 
to the set F(x) if and only if its Lm[u, b] representation has the form 
x(t) 
I- 
for tsuch that x(r) #0 
f,(t) = 
IM Ix(t)1 
24 for t such that x(t) = 0, 
where UE R is such that (~1 < IIxII. 
Remark. Here, and later inthe paper, any point-values property ofan 
element x from L’[u, b] should be understood in the following sence: in
the class a signed by x there is a representative satisfying the property. 
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For a given x belonging to L’[a, 61 and any subinterval [s, s+h] c 
[a, b], let x,.~ denote the restriction of x to [s, s+h] 
Furthermore we put 
llxlls,h =I”-” lx(t)1 dt. 
s 
By x(s) we denote a constant function equal to x(s) on the whole 
interval [ ,b]. 
Let Fs,h be the duality mapping defined onL’[s, s +h]. We define the 
mapping Gs,h by setting 
Gs,hs,~) = llxlls:; Fs,dx,,J for xsuch that I/xJI~,~ # 0 
and 
GJO)= {x*~L"[s, s+h]: IJx*JI = l}. 
3. INTEGRAL DISSIPATIVE SET-VALUED MAPPINGS 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let x, YE L’[a, b]. For every 6, h such that 06 h < 
6 < b - a and any measurable setAc [a, b- S] the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
G) SA lIxlls,hdsQJ,., Ilx-~~ll.~,hd~ for every A>O, 
(ii) for every sE [a, b- S] there exists a functional g,, belonging to 
the set GJx,,~) and such that 
s gs,hs,J ds 6 0. A
Proof: (i) * (ii). Let x, YE L’[a, b] be fixed. For every sE [a, b-S] 
let g$ be a functional defined by the formula: for every 
ZE L’[a, b] g$Jz,,h)=Jz+h f’(t)z(t)dt, where 
x(t) - Ay(t) 
Ix(t) - ;ly(t)l 
for t E [a, b] and such that x(t) -Ay(t) # 0 
f”(t) = 
0 for t E [a, b] and such that x(t) - Ay( t) =0. 
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Since Rang fi. = { - 1, 0, 1 } it is clear that each g$ considered as an 
operator acting from L’ [s, s+ h] to reals i an element ofLco[s,s + h]. 
Moreover, 11g&l1 = 1 and g&Jx,h -EWysys,h) = /Ix - Aylls,h. Therefore g,h 
belongs tothe set G, Jx,~,~ - AY,,~). 
Since the unit ball‘in Lco[s,  +h] is *-weakly compact, wecan assume 
(taking the subsequence if n cessary) that for every zE L’[s, s +h] g$Jz) 
tends to some gsh(z) if1tends to zero. 
One has 
llXll,,h = p. /Ix -J”YII.T,h = ,!eo&(x3,, -~Y&h) = &h(Xs,h). 
The last equality follows immediately by the inequalities (gi,h(ys,h)l d 
II yll,, d llyjl for each 1> 0. Since I/ g$ hII = 1 then jl g,,/l < 1 and therefore 
g,h belongs to Gs,h(X,,d 
Now we prove that g,, satisfies in quality (ii). First, wemust show 
that he function U acting from R to R and defined bythe formula 
U(s) = gs,h(ys,h) is measurable. 
Let s E [a, 61 be arbitrarily fixed. Since g,h belongs toGs,h(x,,h), then for 
every zE L’[a, b] we have gs,h(zs,h) = s:‘” f,(t)z(t) dt, where 
for t E [s, s+ h] and such that x(t) # 0 
for t~[~,~+h]andsuchthatx(t)=O. 
Since Ig$,,(z,,)- gs,h(zs,h)l = Is:.“’ [f’(t)-f,(t)] z(t)dtl tends to zero for 
every z E L’[a, b], then f’(t) -f,(t) tends to zero for almost all 
t E [s, s+ h] if ;1 tends to zero. By this we conclude that he constant “~2’ 
must be equal to zero for almost all tE [s, s+ h] and such that x(t) = 0. 
Since it is true for every sbelonging to [a, b] we can take as f,(t) he 
function 
for t E [a, b] and such that x(t) # 0 
for t E [a, b] and such that x(t) =0 
with the domain restricted to the interval [s,s+ h]. 
The function U(s) is measurable because just now U(s) is equal to 
fi’hf(t) y(t) dt, where ye L’[a, b] and Rangf= { - l,O, l}. Therefore, 
the integral in inequality (ii) swell defined. 
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By assumption (i) we obtain 
Therefore, IA gt,h(ys,h) ds < 0. Taking asequence ofII tending tozero we 
have for each SE [a, b-61 and hi [0, S] that g$Jys,h) d llyil and 
d,h(YS,h) + gs,h(ys,h). Then,by the Lebesgue dominated convergence 
theorem w&\tain 
i ss,h(ys,h) d  = !irr, s gi,hhJ de 0. A A 
(ii) * (i). Let us assume that IA gs,h( ys,h) ds< 0 and take any I > 0. 
By the definition of g,, we obtain 
i, lbllo ds = jA g&,./J ds 
G I Cg&s,/,) - 4dys,Jl ds A 
DEFINITION. Let 9 be a set-valued mapping acting from L’[a, b] to 
subsets ofL’[a, b]. % is integral dissipative if or every xE Dom 9’ there 
exists 6,> 0 such that for every 6E [0, S,], hE [0, S], A> 0 and every 
U, v E F(x) the following equality is satisfied: 
(x(t)-x(s))dt s1 
Ix(t) - x(s) - l>[u(t) - v(s)] I dt 
1 
ds. 
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Remark. A set-valued function d acting from a Banach space X to 
subsets ofX is dissipative if for every x, y E Dom -01, every uE d(x), 
u E d(y), and A > 0, 
lb-YII G IlX-Y-4U-~)ll 
holds. It is equivalent to the property hat here xists a functional 
f~ F(x - y) such that f(u - u) 6 0, where Fdenotes the duality mapping in 
X (see, .g., [2, 41). 
COROLLARY. A set-valued f nction F is integral dissipative if andonly if 
for every xE Dom 9 there exists 6,E (0, b-a] such that for every 6, h, 
0 d h d 6 < 6,, s E [a, b- 61 and every u, v E P(x) there exist functionals 
g,,t, E G.~,&,s.~ - x(s),J,) such that 
I 
h-6 
gs,,z(+ - v(s)s,,J ds G 0. 
u 
The following examples show the difference between dissipativity and 
integral dissipativity. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let B be a dissipative set-valued function acting from R to 
subsets ofR. Let B be an operator acting from L’[a, b] to subsets of
L’[a, b] defined bythe formulas: 
Dom9= {xEL’[a, b]: there exists uEL’[a,b], such that 
u(t)ES?(x(t)) for a.e. t}
9(x)={u~L’[a,b]:u(t)~9?l(x(t)) for a.e. E[a,b]j, 
x E Dom 9. 
Since for every x, y E Dom Y:, every uEd, v E Y(y), and 2 > 0 we 
have Ix(t)-y(t)1 <Ix(t)- y(t)--[u(t)-v(t)]1 for a.e. te [a, b], then 
/Ix- yll G//x- y-A(u-u)ll, and therefore 9 is dissipative. 
On the other hand, for every x E Dom 9, every U, v E 9(x) and i > 0, we 
have 
Ix(t)-x(s)l G Ix(t)--x(s)--[u(t)--v(s)l/ for a.e. t, SE [a,b]. 
Hence, 9 is also integral dissipative in L’[a, b]. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let f(t) = t for tE [a, b] and let 9 be an operator defined 
by the formula: 
Dom.F=L’[a,b], F(x) = f for every x E L’[a, b]. 
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It is clear that 9 is dissipative in L’[a, b], because 
IL- Al 6 lb-Y-w-f)ll. 
We show that 9 is not integral dissipative. 
Let us take x=f~ Dom F and 1. = 1 in the inequality of the integral 
dissipativity definition mentioned above. Insuch acase we would obtain 
If(f)-f(s)l dt ds1 
If(t) -f(s) - L-f(t) -f(s)11 dt
1 
ds. 
It is false b cause the right-hand si e of the last inequality is equal to zero, 
while 
b-6 
j [j 
sfh 
It-as dt 
u s 1 
ds=1/2h2(b-a-6)>0. 
EXAMPLE 3. We define anintegral dissipative set-valued function 9 
which is not dissipative in L’[a, b]. 
Let DomP={xEL’[a,b]: x is increasing almost everywhere in
[a, b] } in the sense of Remark in Section 2.For each xE Dom 9 let P(x) 
be equal to an arbitrary, almost everywhere d creasing function i
L’[a, b]. Then we have 
Ix(t) - x(s)l < Ix(t) - 4s) - nC~(x)(t) - ~(x)(s)1 I 
for every 1. >0 and almost all t, sE [a, b]. This implies the required integral 
inequality, so 9 is integral dissipative. 
In order to see that 9 need not be dissipative in L’[u, 61 it is enough 
to take any x belonging to Dom 8, y = x + 1 and put 
F(x) = -x, F(y)= -x+ 1. 
Taking A= 1 in the definition of dissipativity we obtain 11x - y JI =b - a > 0 
while [Ix - y - [P(x) -9(y)] /I =0, which is a contradiction. 
4. MINIMAL SOLUTION OF THE FUNCTIONAL INCLUSION c?E~(x) 
Let B be a set-valued function acting from L’[u, b] to subsets of
L’[u, 6-J. Let us consider the functional problem 
.-i E 9(x), x(a) =x0, (1) 
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where the symbol idenotes the derivative function of x. By the solution of 
problem (1) we mean an absolutely continuous f nction x defined onthe 
interval [ , b] such that he function f belongs tothe set P(x) and such 
that x(a) =x0. 
For every s belonging tothe interval [a, b] and 6 > 0 by O(6, S) we 
denote the set {to [a, b]: 0~ It---s1 <S}, 
For a given function x acting from [a, b] to R and 6, 0 < 6 <b-a, by 
E(x), g(x, 6), and E(x, 6) we denote sets of the form 
E(x) = (s E [a, 61: -i-(s) exists and C?(S) # 0) 
E(x,h)= (s~E(x):x(t)#x(s) for t~O(6,s)j 
E(x,6)=E(x,iqn[a,b-61. 
LEMMA 4.1. For every continuous f nction x:[a, b] + R one has: 
(i) E(x, 6,) cE(x, 6,) for every 6, > 6, > 0, 
(ii) for every real sequence (6,,) decreasing to zero 
E(x) = lj E(x, 6,) = lim E(x, 6,,). 
n=l n-m 
ProoJ: The property (i) follows immediately by the definition of E(x, 6). 
(ii) Let s E E(x) be fixed. (If E(x) =@ then (ii) sobviously atisfied.) 
We can find 6, > 0 such that x(t) #x(s) for every tbelonging to 0(6,, s); 
if not, then we can find the sequence (t,) tending tos and such that 
x( t,) =x(s). This contradicts the assumption (s) #0. 
Let 6,>0 be such that sE[a,b-6,] and let &,=min{6,,6,}. Then 
s E E(x, 6,). By the property (i) we obtain that sE E(x, 6) for every 6< 6,, 
so E(x) c u,“_, -qx, 6,). 
On the other hand we always have E(x, 6) z E(x) which concludes the 
proof. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let x be an absolutely continuous functibn acting from 
[a, b] to R. For every 6, h, 0 <h < 6 <b-a, and s belonging toE(x, 6) the 
following implication h lds; 
Ifs E Gs,h(x.s,h -x(s),, d then da,,) = 1x0 + h) - x(s)l. 
Proof: If s E E(x, 6) then x(t) #x(s) for each tE (s, s+ h]. Therefore, 
[(x(t)-x(s)).jx(t)-x(s)I-‘..k(t)] dt 
= (x(r)--(s)). lx(f)-x(s)/-‘.$ [x(f)-x(s)]] dt. 
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Let us observe that for any absolutely continuous f nction u and almost all 
SE [a, b] we have 
In fact, ifuis absolutely continuous then the same holds for 1~1, sothey are 
differentiable almostverywhere. Let sbe such apoint hat (d/ds)u(s) and 
(d/ds)(lu(s)() exist.Then we have 
Thus, we obtain 
g(&J=jS+‘(-$x(t)-x(s)l)dt=/x(s+h)-x(s)l. 
s 
THEOREM 4.3. Let 9 be a set-valued f nction acting from L’[a, b] to 
subsets ofL’[a, b]. Let x be any solution of problem (1). If 9 is integral 
dissipative then 
Proof Let x be any solution of inclusion ( 1)and let q> 0 be fixed. 
There xists anE>O such that if p[E(x)\E(x, S)]<E then 
llnll - VI=s,,.,, I4s)l ds- v Q jEc.x 6) I4s)l & (2) 
where pis a Lebesgue’s measure. 
Let 6,> 0 be such that for any 6, 0 < 6 < 6, there occurs 
p[E(x)\E(x, S)]< E. The existence of such 6, is guaranted by Lemma 4.1. 
For every h, 0 <h < 6, functions &( ) = h- ‘Ix(s + h) -x(s)\ are well 
defined, nonnegative andintegrable on the set E(x, 6). Therefore, by 
Fatou’s lemma we obtain 
s , E(x a) I-Qs)l ds dlim+i;f h- ’JE,, 6, Ix(s + h) -x(s)1 ds. (3) 
Let y be an arbitrary element in9(x). By the integral dissipativity of 9 
and Corollary to Proposition 3.1 there exists 6,) 0< 6, < Jo, such that for 
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every 6, h, 0 < h < 6 < 6, we can choose functionals g,,,each belonging to 
GJx,~,~ - x(s)) and such that 
Owing to this we obtain the inequality 
where VE(x, 6) = [a, b- S] \E(x, 6). 
Finally et us note that 
Taking in turn (2), (3), Lemma 4.2, (4), and (5) we obtain 
I/k-/I -qb l/v/l -!irnOinfhp’f rtE(r a)gs,,Os,h) ds. (6) 
0’ , 
It follows from the construction pr vided inthe proof of Proposition 3.1 
that he functionals g,,,are the same for each sufliciently sma l6. There- 
fore, the inequality (6) holds for every 6, 0 < 6 < 6,. 
Since (/gJ = 1 we obtain 
Il.i-ll-~~ll~ll+li~i~fh~‘J’ QE(x a) lli.,,hll ds. (7) 
Now we claim that he limit a the right-hand si e of (7) can be arbitrary 
small. 
Let us define 
fh(S)=h-‘ll~ll,,h=h-l \‘+” I~(c)[ dt. 
s 
It is known that he sequence (fh) tends weakly to I.x?l in L’[a, b] 
[2, Proposition 1.2.11. 
Thus we obtain that 
where 1is a characteristic function. 
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By the last equality and (7) it follows that 
Taking 6 tending tozero, VE(x, 6) forms a decreasing sequence ofsets 
tending toVIZ(x) = (s E [a, b]: i(s) does not exist, ora(s) =O}. However 
i(s) exists almost everywhere, so a(s) =0 for almost all SE ‘@E(x). This, 
and the fact hat an integral is a continuous f nctional of the set, implies 
the inequality 
Il.4 - YI G IIYII for every u] >0 and each ye F(x). 
Therefore we obtain 
11~11 6 II Yll for every y E F(x). 
On the other hand i belongs toP(x) so Iii-/l 3 IIy,II for some y,~F(x). 
By this we have 
llill =min{II~ll: Yap)
which concludes the proof. 
5. NEUTRAL FUNCTIONAL-DIFFERENTIAL INCLUSION 
Let W’[a, b], denote a Sobolev space of all absolutely continuous 
functions x such that 1belongs toL’[a, b], with the norm 
lllxlll = Ix(a)l + j-” l4t)l dt. a 
Let a, Y, T be real numbers, r, T> 0 and let F be a real set-valued 
function defined onthe product space [a, a+ T] x C[ - r, 0] x L’[ -r, 01. 
By the Neutral Functional-Differential Inclus onwe mean the relation 
i(t) E F(t, x,, a,), x0=@, (8) 
where x,(s) = x( t + s) for t E [a, a+ T], s E [ -r, 01, @ E W’ [ -r, 01. 
We call x to be a solution of problem (8) if xbelongs toW’[a - r, a+ T] 
and 
i.(t) E F(t, XI, i;-,) for a.e. t E[a, a+ T] 
x(a + t) =Q(t) for tE[-r,O] 
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is satisfied. Let C,[a, a + T] denote the set 
CJU, a + T] = {XE C[a, a+ T]: x(u) =0). 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let F be a set-valued function defined onthe product 
space [a, a+ T] x C[ -r, 0] x L1[ -r, 01, with values inthe space of all 
subsets ofR. F is NFDI-integral dissipative if for every x belonging to 
W’[u-r, a + T] there xists 6,, 0 < 6, < T, such that for every 
6 E [IO, S ,], h E[0, S], 2 >O and every U, v E L’[u, a+ T] satisfying u(t), 
v(t) E F(t, x1, .2,) for a.e. t E[a, a+ T] the inequality 
< Ix(t)-x(s)-k[u(t)-v(s)]1 At 
holds. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let F be a set-valued function acting from the product 
space [a, a+ T] x C[ -r, 0] x L’[ -r, 0] to subsets ofreals, and let x be 
any solution fproblem (8). If F is NFDI-integral dissipative hen
lI&,Tll =min{llyll: YEL'C a, a+ T], y(t)EF(t, xt, R,)u.e.}. 
Proof. For every x belonging to C,[u, a + T], z belonging to
L’[u,u+T], and @ from W’[-r,O] we define @Ox and <f, q z by 
setting 
for tc [u-r, a] 
for tE[u,u+T] 
for tE [u-r, a] 
for tE[u,u+T]. 
Let GF be a set-valued function associated o F and defined bythe 
formula 
G’(t, x,z) = F(t, (@ 0 x)t, (6 EB z),) 
for xEC,[u, a+ T], z~L’[u, a+ T]. 
By Y(GF) we denote a set-valued function acting from L’ [a, a+ T] to 
subsets ofL’[u, a+ T] such that 
Dom P(GF) = { x E I!,’ [a, a+ T]: F(GF) is nonempty}. 
B(GF)(x)= {feL’[ a,u+T]: f(t)EGF(t,x,i) 
for a.e. t~[u,u+T]}. 
409!157.1-4 
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Let x denote any solution of problem (8) and let z= x,[~,~+ =I -Q(O). 
For almost every tE [a, a+ r] we have 
i(t)=i(t)~F(t, @@z),, (6 q i),)=GF(f,z,i). 
i belongs toL’[u, a+ T] and therefore i E F(G”)(z). Moreover we have 
z(u) =x,(O) - Q(O) =0. 
We show that 8(GF) is integral dissipative. Let y be an arbitrary 
function i Dom 9(G”) and let U, u belong to 9(G’)(y). Then 
dj @ y E W’ [U-Y, a+ T] and (d/dt)( @ @ y) = d EB j. Moreover, for almost 
all te [a,~+ T] we have u(t), v(t)EGF(t, y, $)=F(t, (@@y),, (6 Hj),). 
Since for every t,ss [u,u+r] we have y(t)-y(s)=(@@y)(t)-(@@y)(s), 
then, by NFDI-integral dissipativity of F we obtain desired inequality for 
9(GF). 
NOW by Theorem 4.3 we obtain 
II4 =min{Il~ll: yap). 
Since x(t) = (@@z)(t) and i(t) = (8, EB i)(t) then the minimum equality is 
equivalent to the equality 
Il~i-,,TI/ =min{ll~ll: yeLCa, a+ Tl, y(t) EF(t, x , 4,). 
Remark. It was shown in [13] that in the theory of NFDI the NFDI 
m-dissipativity is suflicient for existence anduniqueness of olution but it 
is an open question ifit is also sufficient for the minimal norm property. 
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